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MoSoSo
Acronym for mobile-social software, 
a Friendster-like service for 
cellphones.  Coined after the launch 
of Dodgeball.com, the first MoSoSo 
provider.



It’s about moving social software
 

away from the desktop and 

onto mobile devices.





task message action

check in @ Ace Bar
broadcast your location to all your friends

check for nearby friends-of-friend

query Ace Bar? return the address/cross street for Ace Bar

listen .Ace Bar listen for things going on around Ace Bar 
without broadcasting your location

shout ! party at my apt broadcast this message to all of your friends

goodnight off stop receiving messages for the rest of the 
night

how do people use it?



Opt-in presence / location tracking





Broadcast your location to friends

(1˚ of separation)







Find nearby friends-of-friends

(2˚ of separation)





Get hooked-up with nearby crushes

(x˚ of separation)





gets... gets...



Location aggregation







the more dots there are, the more interesting ways
 there are to connect them



+ the 5-block introduction

the good side of dodgeball

+ the same-venue introduction

+ friend-of-friend chatter



the dark side of dodgeball (aka “social bugs”)

+ blocking friends-of-friends

+ the ex-girlfriend bug

+ intentionally not “checking in”

+ lob / decoy / doppleganger

+ friendly stalkers



+ send to these friends now

+ block this person now

+ send to everyone except this person

what do our users want?

to make decisions about their SN on the fly



It works today



it’s no fun to build applications 
that people can’t use today

leverage the ubiquity of:

  + text messaging

  + camera phones



triangulation:  not easy to get location from 
carriers

bluetooth implies: “it’s all about proximity”

gps implies:  “location tracking is easy 
to turn on and off”

aren’t there better ways to do this?





thank you.
dodgeball.com

ubiquitylabs.com




